ABSTRACT

Nowadays bull races keep exist, but not as often as it was, and the period of bull races game is too long. This is due to several factors, it could be from the government, the cost for a bull races is too expensive, or lack of facility to held the event of the bull races itself. Bring a place that supports the bull races event is a problem-solving ideas that quite relevant. A facility that can increase sense of interest to bull races in terms of culture, and popularizing the culture. So the bull races can be held more often.

Bull Races Stadium is a large place that will be used for the activity of the cow racing game with complete supporting facilities for the spectators. In its development, modern stadium was more concerned with the completeness of facilities and other supporting facilities. And also, do not forget the supporting aspects that can increase sense of interest of the community to watch the race or another events which were held both inside and outside the stadium. Components of this stadium are a bull race arena and tribunes both on the left and right side of the arena.
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